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T H E  B I G 
C R U S H

Kardach tickled the Ducati motorbike’s throttle, the 
powerful engine wanting to go faster, but the rider had 
no desire to be pulled over by the cops.

Kardach glanced at the clock projected on his 
helmet’s visor. He was running late; no surprise there. 
He eased off the interstate and turned on to a wide 
boulevard. He was wrapped in thick biker leathers, and 
a bead of sweat trickled down his forehead. He couldn’t 
wait to take the claustrophobic helmet off.

Not much further. Ahead lay the aging multistorey 
car park where he was meeting his contact. Kardach 
indicated his turn, then carefully pulled off the 
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boulevard. He took a ticket from the gate and patiently 
waited for the barrier to rise. Then he calmly accelerated 
up the ramp, heading for the fifth floor. No point in 
drawing attention, he reminded himself.

His contact, a muscular South African man named 
Christen Sandberg, was impatiently pacing around his 
huge Cadillac Escalade, and he made a show of looking 
at his watch when Kardach appeared at the top of the 
ramp. Christen – more commonly known by a string of 
murderous nicknames – had been told to come alone. So 
naturally he came with three shades-wearing bodyguards.

Kardach revved the engine as he pulled up in front 
of them, the bike’s roar echoing around the otherwise 
empty car park. Kardach cut the engine, climbed off and 
kicked out the bike’s support stand.

“You better have a very good reason for keeping me 
waiting,” snarled Christen in his thick Afrikaans accent.

Kardach pulled off his helmet and sucked in a deep 
breath to cool himself. He ignored Christen’s expectant 
look. He pulled the case off his bike and lowered it to 
the floor, the weight almost pulling his arms from their 
sockets. The metal made a loud thud.

Christen exchanged a puzzled look with his men. “I 
don’t think he can hear me. Are you deaf, man?”
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Kardach opened the case and revealed several olive-
green plastic parts nestled in foam trays. With practised 
speed he assembled the components, each sliding into 
the other with a delicate click. Within seconds he had 
assembled something that looked like a rifle. He took 
great care to lock the final component in place: an orb 
that hung under the barrel.

Christen broke into peals of laughter. “That’s it? 
That’s what all the secrecy was about? It looks like a 
kiddie’s water pistol!”

His henchmen joined in his laughter. Kardach 
grinned and hoisted the plastic rifle with both hands. 
He pushed the stock against his shoulder, and it took 
all his strength just to hold the weapon level. Then he 
playfully aimed it at the laughing thugs.

“I think you have been wasting my time,” Kardach 
said. “I was told your organization was a serious one. 
Into serious business.”

Kardach flipped a switch on the weapon, and it 
hummed to life. He winked at the South African. Then 
he pulled the trigger.

He felt the bass wave vibrate his hand, then his 
shoulder, passing through to his feet before the concrete 
floor around them shuddered so fiercely that fine cracks 
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snaked out from under him. Still, Kardach stood firm. 
He knew what to expect.

With a sonorous boom, a wave of blue lights cycled 
through the plastic barrel. The air shimmered like a 
heat haze as a stream of clear energy encompassed the 
car and three thugs. A high-pitched sound could barely 
be heard as the car began to twist, as if melting. But it 
wasn’t melting; it was constricting in on itself as the 
atoms forming the car pulled together with unstoppable 
force.

Within seconds the car crushed itself into a bit of 
heavy metal the size of a marble. It dropped to the floor 
with a thud, forming a crater in the concrete.

Kardach deactivated the gun and laid it on the 
floor to ease his aching arms. Christen stared at what 
remained of his car in disbelief. It took a few more 
moments for him to realize that his three bodyguards 
had vanished.

“Where are my men?”
“They didn’t feel a thing. The gravity wave crushed 

them almost instantly. Your car put up a bit more of a 
struggle.”

Christen tried to pick up his crushed car. It refused 
to move.
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Kardach smirked. “That marble still weighs the same 
as your car did. It’s just super-dense.”

Christen regarded Kardach for a moment. Well-built 
with dark shoulder-length hair framing a lean face, 
he didn’t look overly unusual. However, there was an 
emptiness in his eyes, and Christen couldn’t maintain 
eye contact for long. He moved his greedy gaze to the 
weapon on the floor.

“Where did that come from?”
“That doesn’t matter. My employer just told me to 

pass it on to you.” Kardach watched Christen walk over 
and hesitate before crouching to run his hand across 
the rifle’s plastic casing. “And to ensure you follow 
instructions.”

Christen’s head snapped up. “What instructions?”
Kardach tossed him a small earpiece. Christen caught 

it on reflex.
“You’ll get them in due time. In the meantime, I’ll 

show you how to use that.” He nodded towards the 
weapon. “They call it Newton’s Arrow. The casing is 
a gravity-resistant polychro-compound. Whatever that 
means. I just know it’s tough stuff. The selector at the 
side allows you to set the strength of graviton flow—”

“What instructions?” Christen was now standing 
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and looking at Kardach with suspicion. “I thought this 
was a gift.”

Kardach smiled. “Think of it as a trade. You get a 
shiny new toy and all you have to do is a few favours.”

Christen looked at the crushed car thoughtfully 
before he spoke again. “This boss of yours, Double 
Helix. What’s he like?”

“Not the kind of person you should mess with. 
And not a name you should mention. Stick to ‘Shadow 
Helix’; that’s the name of the organization. The only 
name you need to know.”

Christen nodded. He struggled to pick up the heavy 
rifle – Newton’s Arrow – huffing with the effort. He 
weighed it in his hands.

“You better show me how to use it, then,” he grinned.


